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ABSTRACT
Finding good moments to deliver interruptions has drawn research
attention. Since users have attention surplus at these moments,
killing-time is considered one such a kind of moment. However,
detection on killing-time has been under researched. In this paper,
we propose a screenshot-based killing-time detection with deep
learning. Our model achieves an accuracy 79.71%, recall 90.24%,
precision 84.51%, and AUROC 65.50%. This suggests that using
screenshots to detect users’ kill time behavior on smartphones is a
promising approach. It may be worthwhile to investigate how the
fusion of screenshots and sensor data can further improve detection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Smartphones; Ubiquitous
and mobile computing systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The identification of a good moment to deliver interruptions, such
as notifications [9], questionnaires [9], reading material [6, 9], or
crowdsourcing tasks [4] on the phone, has drawn many calls for
research attention. The majority of these works intended to protect
users’ attention by delivering content when users are interruptible.
In another line of work, researchers are intended to find when
users have attention surplus and sought to leverage that attention,
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such as when they are bored [10] or is waiting [3, 8], to deliver
digital content. Machine learning techniques have been commonly
adopted for detecting these moments (e.g., [9, 10], in which infor-
mation such as phone sensors, phone status, users’ recent actions
on the phone have been found to show strong indications of users’
attention on the phone [1]. However, they are yet found not as effec-
tive in predicting moments of attention surplus [10]. One possible
explanation is that checking notifications is a pervasive and inter-
mittent activity on the phone [5]; thus being able to spend quick
attention on checking notifications does not necessarily indicate
attention surplus. Another one is that boredom is an unobservable
state of mind, whereas killing time is an observable behavioral
outcome due to attention surplus, a common activity users con-
duct when attempting to filling perceived free time [2]. Therefore,
we deem that killing-time behavior may display patterns that can
be observed from users’ phone activities, which may differ from
when s/he is not killing time. Hence, we propose screenshot-based
detection–using phone screenshots, which contains rich informa-
tion about users’ phone activity, to detect killing-time using both
convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network. Our
preliminary results are based on a dataset consisting of 215,807
screenshots from six users, who recorded and labeled their phone
screenshots over 14 days. Our model achieves an accuracy 79.71%,
recall 90.24%, precision 84.51%, F1 86.88%, and AUROC 65.50%. Our
future work will seek to reduce false-positive rates, fuse sensor data
and screenshots to improve the performance, collect more users’
data, and examine the model’s generalizability across users.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Data Collection
We develop an Android app that automatically collects screenshots
and phone sensor data every 5 seconds. We design a user interface
for users to easily select a group of screenshots via drag-and-drop
for data labeling. Four possible labels are available for labeling that,
at the moment when screenshots were taken, 1) whether he/she
was killing time and 2) whether he/she was available for viewing
notifications. Users have the authority to decide whether to upload
the screenshots to protect their privacy.

Our dataset in total consists of 215,807 screenshots from six users
(3 females and 3 males; 22-32 years old; 3 students and 3 employed)
recruited via social media. 77.7% of the screenshots are labelled as
“killing time”. All users participated in data collection for fourteen
days, and were paid NT$1200 ($43.34 USD).
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Figure 1: (a) Architecture overview of our proposed model for predicting user’s killing time from consecutive screenshots.
Visualizing attention map extracted from last convolution layer of (b) killing time, and (c) not killing time.

2.2 Model Description
We build up a deep neural network (see Fig. 1 (a)) to predict the
user’s killing-time from 6 temporally consecutive screenshots, which
are resized into 224×224 pixels. Our network first extracts the fea-
ture map of size 7×7×2048 from each screenshot via a ImageNet-
pretrained Resnet-101 [7] backbone, where the feature maps are
sequentially taken as input for a 3-layer long short-term memory
(LSTM) model to reach the final output of killing-time detection.
The dimensionalities of the hidden state, cell state, and the hidden
layer of our LSTM model are set to 512, 512, and 256, respectively.
In particular, when the feature map 𝑋𝑡 at time 𝑡 feed into the LSTM,
it is spatially weighted according to the attention map 𝑙𝑡 predicted
from the previous time step 𝑡 − 1 in order to better account for the
regions on the screenshot that could be informative to detecting the
killing-time activity. For the feature map 𝑋1 of the first screenshot,
we adopt the self-attention mechanism to obtain the corresponding
attention map 𝑙1 (denoted as “flatten and softmax” in Fig. 1 (a)).
Fig. 1 (b) and (c) are two examples of visualized attention

3 EXPERIMENT
The dataset is split into two parts — the training (80%) and the
test (20%). We utilize the Adam optimizer to train our model for
20 epochs with weight decay penalty set to 10−3 and adopt 5-fold
cross-validation to produce the experimental results (see Table 1).
Despite the small size of the dataset, the results show promising
results. The model achieves an accuracy of 79.71%, recall 90.24%,
precision 84.51%, F1 86.88% and AUROC 65.50%. The performance
is advantageous by only using screenshot data to detect boredom
state [10], which it achieves both high recall and precision without
needing to trade off either one. On the other hand, the false-positive
rate, i.e. mis-recognizing not-killing-time moment as killing-time
moment, is still high (59%). Thus, our future work will seek to
lower the false-positive rate; meanwhile, we will gain more users’
screenshots and add fusion of sensor and screenshot data to further
improve the model.

4 CONCLUSION
We employed deep learning to detect when users are killing time
on smartphones using their screenshots. In a two-weeks study with
six participants, the model achieves an accuracy of 79.71%, recall
90.24%, precision 84.51%, F1 86.88% and AUROC 65.50%. These
results show that using screenshots for detecting users killing time
is promising. We will further improve the model, including add
fusion of sensor data and screenshots.

Table 1: Confusion Matrix
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